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71
^_J^Ser do young people accept blindly what is taught them.—George W. Wickersham.

FROM
THE

hxhtnt

NEWS
i Ask N Y U To Sell Liquor
Rolphing
Priests On Front Pages

/OL. LXI No. 17

LEWISTON, MAINE WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER (>, 1933

F. D. R. Survives Conferences
Love Pictures Wanted
Now Newsprint of Pine
Tugwell a Prophetic Poet
fif

_THOMAS MUSGRAVE _

-X*

WHILE other colleges and univi rsities in the metropolitan
area made it plain that the
umption of hard liquor by unl aduatea would 'be frowned
New York
gp0n, if not forbidden,
rsity students started Monday
■x circulation of a .petition requestI ..
univorsitV
it llthrtrif {£u>
»A
university authorities
to
rmil the sale of liquor at the unicafeteria. '—
——»«-*- stuImmediate
rsity
opposition, however, revealed
il

after an event of keen
! national
interest,
someone
' comea along with a catch-word
or phrase to describe it.
ays the Boston Post. Charles Francis Potter in a speech bein., the Humanist Society in New
York urged that "Rolphing" be substituted for "lynching," because of
the action of Governor Rolph of
nia in the recent lynching.
very prone in this country to
w expressions.
: this case it is utterly farl.ynching is shocking and
lOUgh without popularizing
lonement.
L.3UAIJLY

rr\HG
dlE prominence of Fr Coughlin
I In politics recalls the
le case of
-* Kr Kilward McGlynn, the New
1 ..
-t of a generation ago. who
"in i the single tax theory of
George. Forbidden by Archlorrigan to speak at a public
g on behalf of the candidacy
m (i urge for Mayor of New York,
Kr M Glynn ignored the order and
was. ;ispended. Two days later he reeivi 1 a cable from Rome comonand..im to retract publicly his tax
theory and to come to Rome imiately. On the score of health
Fr McGlynn refused to make the
journey anil he was "silenced". For
years he continued to .preach
ilir doctrine of-single tax from the
.uform. In the .meantime
church authorities were investigating
lying the George theory
and came to the conclusion that it
u.i'
rury to Catholic teachi . mas day. 1892. Mr McGlynn , aid mass for the first time
since his suspension. In June he
risked Kome and was cordially rereivi 1 by the Pope and came home
ii be made pastor of St. Mary's
Church, Ned-burgh. N. Y.. where, he
continued to the end his days to adrocate (he single tax.
IN' the living room of his Georgia
rottage President Roosevelt la.-I
week held the seventy-first press
ron-ference of his administration
i
Xewsdom.
".lust think," he said to the cornidents. "I have survived sevenly-one of these."
The conferences are free and informal meetings with men who write
the nation's leading news.
1'resident Roosevelt, unlike his
Hate predecessors, talks frank..'■ of current problems.
Hi' makes every effort — and
rally succeeds—to give news
the background of his polI les.

GARNET DEBATERS TO MEET
TEAM FROM NORTH CAROLINA
FOR THIRD NATIONAL HONOR
Bond Perry And Gordon Jon7s~Will Discuss
NRA Principles Before Convention Of
Teachers Of Speech
TO DEBATE IN
NEW YORK CITY
Team From Rollins College
Spoke Before Con
Convention Last, Year
liatcs debaters will continue to
carry on the college debating laurels
even (lining the coming Christmas
vacation. On December •»», |i„,„i
Perry ';$."> and Gordon Jones ';{."» will
debate in Now York City against a
team from North Carolina State
College. The question under discussion is Resolved: That the principles of the XRA should be adopted
as permanent policies of the government. Hates will uphold the negative.
The occasion for this debate
is the annual meeting of the
National Convention of the
Teachers of Speech. Last year
the meeUng was at iLos Angeles,
and Rollins College presented a
debate there.
To Demonstrate Clash Debate
The purpose of the debate between Bates and North Carolina is
to demonstrate a new type of debating known as the "clash debate".
This method was instituted by Prof.
Paget who is now the debating coach
at iNorth Carolina.
Under this system there are a
siries of direct clashes—a fact which
helps in holding the debaters right
down to the ipoint at issue. One
team introduces a line of argument.
and then the other team conies back
against that same .point. The judges
award a point to the team which
ccmes out ahead on that particular
issue. If one side wins two clashes in
succession or two out of three clashes, that team wins the decision.
Since this method is not very common, Perry and Jones will go to
New" York a day early in order to
confer with Prof. Paget on the finer
details.
Great Distinction
This invitation to .present a "clash
debate" before the nation's teachers
of speech marks the third national
distinction which has come to Bates
debaters this year. What is more,
these national honors have come unsolicited as far as Bates is concerned. The first honor was the invitation
for Bates to represent the Eastern
Intercollegiate Debating League in a
national radio debate against the
University of Iowa, the champions
)f the West. Then the Canadian colleges get together and proposed to
have a series of debates with some
college from the United States, and
Bates was chosen to represent the
United States on a debating tour of
Canada.

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
AT FRENCH CLUB

Bates-C. M. G. War
Rages UnabatedTwo New Victims
Two more Bali's men are
in the Central Maine General
Hospital recovering
from
Hie favorite college malady
apiM-iidirilis. ('. William
Cliilman ':$."» was operated on
Saturday, while Donald V.
"Colonel" Xinis ':$" had his
appendix removed Monday
morning. Both are reported
lo IH- resting comfortably.
Bates students are very
frequent visitors at tin- c.
M. G. Chilman is a member
of I he Slmli'iit stalT, and he
is one of several on tinstaff to get aoquaintod with
the nurses this year.

Capitalist And
Socialist Debate
Merits of Plans
Politics Club Arranges
Campus Discussion
Between Experts
For the first time in ten years.
Bates debaters were privileged to
hear leaders in their respective fields
debate on the merits of Socialism
and CapitalVm. A week ago. on
Tin-lay night, under the auspices |
of the Bates Politics Club Alfred I
Baker Lewis, secretary of the Massachusetts Socialist Party: and Benjamin Cleaves, secretary of the Associated Industries of Maine; clashed
in verbal battle over these controversal subjects.
It was the more interesting to
that section of the large audience
who heard the debate and knew
that Mr. Cleaves had been the one
who denounced Prof. Carroll for defending the principle of unemployment insurance before the state
legislature two years ago.
< 'apiialism Unchristian
Mr. Lewie, who spoke first, took
the opportunity at ihe very beginning to denounce capitalism as unjust, unchristian, and impractical.
"The workers are treated as items
of expense", said Mr. Lewis, "instead
of human beings, -profits of industry
are dependant on exploitation. The
struggle for profits engenders the I
class struggle. The piling up of sur-|
pluses in the hands of the 511 people who receive a million dollar income does not supply the purchasing power necessary for the
proper functioning of our economic
machine.'' In describing his proposed
alternative to capitalism. Mr. Lewis
called socialism "a system of collective ownership of the industries
which are public in their economic
nature and their democratic management by the workers of hand and
brain." "Socialism would", insisted
iMr. Lewis, "bring about more private ownership instead of less. The
change of ownership could be easily
brought about by the use of the
government's power of eminent do-

Postings Will Be From League Champions Start New Year—Fitterman Student Teams To AlAnd Seamon Go To Brown—Greenwood And
End Of Carnegie
ternate In Making
Science Hall
Jones Represent Bates On Campus
Predictions
PENNANTS DENOTE
WIND DIRECTION

Students By Clipping Instruction May Follow
Daily Predictions
l>r. Lloyd \V. Fisher, in making
plans lor the Bates weather bureau
which is to begin activities this
week, has prepared a list of the indications of weather by flags. These
flags will be posted daily on the.
north end of Carnegie Science Hall,
and students by observing the flags
will be able to read the forecasts of
I be college bureau.
It has been siiggssted by the
geology department that each
student'elip the following data
regarding the flags and paste it
in his notebook so that a ready
interpretation of ihe weather
signals w'll be possible.
The list of flags with interpretation; follows:
PLAIN WHITE FLAG—fair.
WHITE FI.ACI. BLACK CENTER
—coll wave; will be pouted only on
notice from the Weather Bureau.
PLAIN
BLUE FLAG -rain or
Bnow; kind of precipitation depending o:i the ii mperalure.
BLACK PENNANT a temperature signal. Genera! rule to reme.niber above another flag indicates
rising or higher temperature: below
another flag Indicates a dropping or
lower temperature.
a. Black Pennant above white
flag—.fair and warmer.
b. Black Pennant above blue
flag—rain or snow and
warmer.
c. Black Pennant below white
flag -fair and colder.
d. .Black Pennant below blue
flag—rain or snow and colder.
RED FLAG. BLACK CENTER: —
an indicator of wind direction when
accompanied by a pennant.
a. White pennant below—southwest wind.
b. White pennant above—northwest wind.
c. Blue pennant below—southeast wind.
d. Blue pennant above—northeast wind.
General rule:—white — westerly
winds: blue—easterly winds; above
-from north; and below—from
south.
Note:—Red pennant used instead
of bine by weather bureau.
BED PENNANT:—Used as an in
formation s'gnal and indicates that
information has been received from
outside sources. Will fly at top of
• ;taff under these conditions.
HALF WHITE — HALF BLUE
FLAG- — local rains or snows.
HALF BED — HALF BLACK
FLAG—indicates winds of hurricane
or gale velocity.
Note:—Weather bureau uses two
red flags with black center for this.

IT will not be necessary for American newspapers to rely on Cananewsprint If a new pulp dis'overy can be utilized. Four GeorKia newspapers recently printed
• ill editions on newsiprlnt made
Georgia pine. At the present
time spruce is used, but spruce trees
mire 50 years to mature, where••5 ; Dine trees can be grown in 12
'.itliem states in ten to 13 years
"; enough tp suipply the entire
"nintry with newsprint. One editor
■"ported that while the pine paper
''" ms more soft, it has a firm finish
■''n.1 iV quite strong. The saving may
■ normous for in the past year
spruce ipaper costs have risen 25
I'-r cent. Pine, it is hoped, will be
cheaper.

Barrie Comedy
Prof. Lewis To Open Annual
Faculty Broadcast Over WCSH Is 4-A Varsity

DR. Guy Rexford Tugwell. one
of the Jtoosevelt Brain Trust
is only 42 years old, but his
is are iparticularly impressive
specially his Pure Food and Drug
Act which Congress will consider
^'■riously next imonth. At the age of
24, not far from college age, he
*rote the following poem. It is
heralded for its prophecy.
"We begin to see richness as poorness; we begin to dignify toil.
I have dreaaned my great dream of
[their passing,
1 have gathered my tools and my
[charts;
My plans are fashioned and practical;
1
shall roll up my sleeves—make
[America over!"

PRICE TEN CENTS

Geology Group
Pennsylvania Debating Team
Dr. Lloyd Fisher
Arranges Lists
Here In Little Theater Friday
To Direct New
Of Flag Colors
To Discuss Features Of NRA
College Activity

The Petite Academie will conduct
a French Sing in the Y Room of
C base Hall next Monday night
which is calculated to acquaint students with the oldest and most
beautiful French Christmas carols.
Mr.-Carl Woodcock will flash the
words of the songs on the screen,
and Norman Lafayette, versatile
musician, will lead the singing. This
is an opportunity for those who are
interested in tne French language
to get a bit of it for which time
cannot be provided in the college
Classroom. The meeting will begin
■it s p. in. in tli" Y Room.

The annual radio broadcast series covery iprcgram, the title of which
of talks by members of the Batefi will be announced at an early date.
College faculty Will start Friday Following Professor Quiniby's broadafternoon at four o'clock. Speaking i cast. Professor .Hovey of the Hisover station WCSIH at Portland. F. I tory department will beheard FebruHowell Lewis. Professor in Psy- ary 2, speaking on "iSome Recoveries
chology and chairman of the com-, in History".
As hard set as was the committee,
mittee" In charge of the series program, will spend the first .period composed of Professor Lewis and
allotted to the talks in telling of James W. Balano '3 4, to successfully
have the various department reprethe program and the speakers.
Following Professor Lewis an- sentatives formulate talks pertinent
nouncement on Friday the series to the Recovery program, the series
will be opened by President Gray is now taking shape nicely so that
who will speak .Friday, December Doctor .Fisher of the Geology de15. at 4 P. M. on "Recovery by partment, iMr. Stewart of the
Facium or Democracy?"' The talks chemical department, .Mr. Seward
will all be 15 minutes long and will of the Languages department. Dococcur each Friday throughout the tor Wright and Professor Berkleman
both of the English department, Mr.
winter season and into the spring.
In as much as the speeches are to Spinks of the athletic department,
be related to the Recovery program and Doctor Sawyer of the Biology
as nearly as possible the committee department are waiting merely for
has scheduled the talks of the eco- formulation of topics and for the
nomics, history, and sociology de- arrangement of definite dates.
Although the annual series has
partments to come during January
and at the first of the series. Pro- hitherto been rather well publicized
fessor Carroll will speak January 5,; locally, attempts are 'being made this
on the NRA, and Professor Bartlett, year to announce the programs in
the newspapers of iMaine, Newwill talk the following Friday on, Hampshire,
and .Massachusetts in
"Prices" On January 19 Professor
Myhrman's
speech
on
"Social! order not only to notify alumni but
to create proper interest in an unTrends" will be broadcast
Professor Quimby will formulate, dertaking so 'beneficial to the whole
a talk on some phase of the Re-, community.

START RADIO
TALKS FRIDAY
WCSH, 4 O'CLOCK

CAMPUS WEATHER BUREAU
BEQINS WORK THIS WEEK AS
OFFICIAL BATES FORECASTER

LOVE pictures "get" the women.
So says Henry Quinan, art
editOT of Women's Home ComPanion, but in so saying he is careful in state that he is only citing the
• ions of a research made by a
:
' of college professors for an
rtislng agency. The research
I :ii: leading magazines and
ai lii:lod women in every class. Ingation sent personally into the
"I" readers found that illustracnm.posed of two figures, "a
and woman in a clinch" invariably were selected.

Continued on I'age :S Col. I

FACULTY

Play, Dec. 14,15
Margaret Perkins And
Allen Ring Take
Leading Roles
"Alice-Sit-by-the-Fire", a delightful comedy of James at. Barrie. the
well known English playwright,
written in Barrie's inimitable manner, will be the second presentation
of the 4A Players this season when
it is given as the annual Varsity
Play in the Little Theater, December 14 and 15.
The leads are being taken by Allen Ring '36 who will play the part
of Colonel Gray, and Margaret Perkins '35 who will portray Alice, the
Colonel's wife. Ring, whose home is
in Concord, N. H.. is a transfer
from the I'niversity of New Hampshire where he has had much dramatic experience. Miss Perkins, secretary of 4-A will 'be remembered
for her fine work in "Lady Windermere's Fan", her freshman year.
The part of the children will be
played by two members of the Heelers: Lenore Murphy '36 as Amy,
and Henry Sawin '36 as Cosmo.

For the fourth time in the past two weeks, the NBA will u0ipOREC\STS WILL
I discussed before a Hales audience by prominent men. when K. GorBE ON CARNEGIE
don Jones and William J. Greenwood debate the subject with representatives of the University of Pennsylvania to open the Eastern
Intercollegiate League Debates for the current year. The debaters Displayed By Noon Hour
will use ihe Orgon style, modified somewhat, so that the cross-examWill Cover Next
inations will be. as usual, fifteen minutes in length, but the sum24 Urnir Period
maries and rebuttals will be only six minutes lon^r.
Bates College's weather bureau, n,
Mr. Jones, a varsity league de-'
new campus activity under the
Iiai r <>f last rear, will give the main
direction or Dr. Lloyd w. Pisher,
presentation for Bates, and Mr.
will begin work Ibis week, and will
Greenwood experiencing bis first
JKist flags on Carnegie Science Hall
League encounter will act as lawthat will announce the daily ofliciul
yer. They will oppose the NRA.
forecasls for Bates and vicinity.
This is by no means the first time
Dr. Fisher and students In
that Pennsylvania and Bates have
geology 3 21 have been making
met on the debating platform, for
forecasts for the past two
.As a result of the lirst
Frank Murray and Theodore Sea.months, but the flags which
Maine Iiitei-eolleginte Open
mon visited their campus last year.
may be observed by all on camForum held in the Bates LitFriday ntigfat the audience will
pus will be iposted for the first
tle Theater last week, the
play a big part in determining tho
time this week. Thus far the
I'niversity of Maine Debating
decision, for the collective votes of i
Bates forecasters have a record
Council has e\i.-n.!i-.| an inthe audience will count as the balof being better thon S0% accuvitation to Colby, Itowdoin,
lot of a third judge. Professor NVwand Hates to meet in Orono
rate, and thus students by
i II C. Maynard of Tufts College and I
studying the flags can feel at
next spring for a second
Professor Arthur P. Daggett of
least 80% safe in making their
forum (liseussion.
Bowdoin are to cast the ballots
The first Intercollegiate
plans according to the forecasts.
which will count for two-thirds. The
Printed
In th's issue of the StuOpen Forum was suggested
Honorable Alton C. Wheeler, class
dent
is a list of the teams who will
by Prof. Brooks Quimby, and
. f 1899, whose daughter, Miriam
make the forecasts, a list of the inBates acted a* host to tho
Wheeler, is a member of this year's
dications of weather by flags, and
other college representatives
senior class, will preside.
the standing of the forecasters to
who joined with Bond PerRalph Mtisgrave '35. who is manDe ember second.
ry in discussing the various
aging this debate tor the defending
Student Teams
forms of government. At the
champion team of the League, has
forum in Orono, some new
The students in geology 321 have
'.. dnled it to be at eight o'clock.
been grouped in pairs and each pair
question will be considered.
Friday evening, in the Little TheaLast week, in the discussof stud'nts will serve for a week In
ter.
ion in the Little Theater,
ion casting the weather. For the first
Another Bates team, composed of
week team 1 will forecast and it will
Itowdoin
was
represented
by
Robert Fitterman and Theodore
W. William l-'earuside, Maine
be made up of J. C. Albertini and
Seamon. is debating Brown in Pro- I
by Alfred Gordon, and Colby
Howard Bates. After this team
vidence Friday in a second League
by K.'ipli Nathanson.
will follow: No. 2—Al Thorp. Spendiscussion. At Brown the Bates men
n r Furbush; No. 3 Beulah Wilder,
will defend the NBA.
Jean Murray; No. 4—Maxine Hapkinson, Virginia Longfellow; No. 5
—Florence
Larrahee,
Josephine
; Mill: No. 6—.Burton Dunfield. Brad| ford Mill. Jr.; No. 7—Richard Secor,
Charles T. Toomey: No. 8—Arthur
Archibald^Glidden Parker; No. 9—
Ronald Merram. Thomas .Musgrave;
No. 10--Royce Purinton, Roger
Flynn; No. 12—John Hanley; No.
1:'. -Dorothy Randolph; and No. 14
- -Dr. Fisher. The departmental
ntaff will forecast when student
teams are not available and will bo
Chase Lecturer Claims

U. Of M. Wili
Have Charge 01
Next Open Forum

New Depression I Hope For World
To Result From
In Youth, Says
NRA Says Strachey Norman Thomas
Economic Distress
To Bring War

Outstanding
Socialist| NO. iY
Forecast,; will be made from
Warns Against
weather maps, which arrive one to
:
two
days late, from wind directions,
Fascism
| from sky indications and from baro-

With the ass rtion that the New
! graph readings. A representative of
Dea] and Its codes, of which the
Issuing a strong warning against the team w9H take readings some.small competitors bear the brunt, Fascism and saying that all hope I time during the morning and the
will lead to even more serious and ! r l e W
.l ... u . °MM n<Vi '" thot_;:aPa<:!,>' of j forecast will be issued normally by
serere economic depressions, John youth
to utilize the combined forces noon and will be regarded as a 24
Strachey, English Communist and a of brains and labor, Norman Thom- hour
Students on the camformer member of the Labor Party as of New York, and twice a presi- pus forecast.
passing
between
Carnegie
In the British Parliament, spoke dential candidate, delivered an adHall and Coram Library will
Monday evening in the Chapel as dress in the Bates Chapel, Monday Science
be able to note the forecasts by obthe first George Colby Chase lectu- norning.
serving the flags which will be disrer of the year.
It will take a sincere and dyna- played from a flagpole on the north
The topic of the lecture was tne mic effort, the speaker said, on the end of Carnegie Science Hall.
"Coming Struggle for Power" which part of the present generation, to
Students must keep several th'Jngs
Strachey said was a misnomer, for prevent leaving their own children in mind in reading these forecasts;
the struggle is now present. The the same chaos which their parents first, that the forecast is for 24
whole world is a .panorama of strug- have left to them. He did not ven- hours—normally for the remainder
gle and violence. Germany is in a ture to hope that the youth of today of the day for which the flag is becondition of chronic civil war. In will leave a perfect world, but they ing flown and for the next 12 hours;
India and China there is perpetual can at least leave one which is not second, that there are no professionstrife among the impovished peoples. Even nearer to us. in America,
Continued on Page 2 Col. 5
Continued on Page 2 Col. :i
there is the Cuban trouble and in
our United States the quarrels in the
coal fields of West Virginia and in
the corn fields of the western states.
In Europe the danger of war is
more apparent and imminent. Ail
statesmen believe in a coming war
and they have sources of Informafirst issue of The Garnet will! so happened that the essays lent
tion, such as despatches, for so be- be The
for distribution to the stu-!
themselves more easily to illieving. And so now they are com- dentready
body on Friday, Dec. 8th. Edilustration than the stories,
piling armaments and redoubling all tor Smith
has announced the tabl">' which tend to be rather subforces for war.
of contents, and many innovations
jective than descriptive. There
To the question why all this pre- both .'n content and style will be
will be four such pictures of
paration, the only answer is econo- noted.
which two are full page cuts.
mic distress. Hunger of the masses
There have 'been two promotions
editor's preface declares that
breeds dissatisfaction and conse- theThe
of The Garnet henceforth on the staff, and three new appointquently struggle. When considera- will policy
to include articles on sub- ments. Nils Lennartson and Prisciltion is taken of all the means of ob- jects be
of vital interest to "the col- la Heath, both '36, have been made
taining food we wonder why not lege community, the nation, and the Associates, while Flora iMcLean, '36,
enough to eat. The breaking down world." In this issue there are' Dorothy Kimball, '35. and Roger
of the economic system is the cause. articles
by Donald Smith
Richard' Fredland, '36, have received appointThis system, failing to provide hun- Stetson, and John Mark, as well as mn^s as Assistants.
dreds of millions of people with the the usual short stories and poems.
The staff of The Garnet now innecessity of life drives them into a]
cludes ten members on the editorial
One of the most striking
struggle for existence.
staff, two in the art department, and
features of the new Garnet is
a business manager. This is a great
The New Deal is a bold attempt
the
small
number
of
.poems
and
to reform the capitalist system but
change in former policy of The Garthe
large
number
of
short
short
this can hardly be done without
| net .which has customarily had but
stories, by students who have 1 three in its editorial staff and a
first knowing the faults of the sysestablished
refutations
both
as
business manager.
tem. There are several features of
poets and prose writers. From
that system which led to our most
The object of the present adtne groups of essays and short
recognizable crash in 1929. First
ministration of the magazine is to
stories,
the
best
have
been
chothere is capitalism's susceptibility
spread the positions out over as
sen and a prize will be awarded
to over-expansion of credit. Anyone
large a group as is reasonably posto each of the winners.
may borrow capital and build on a
sible, and thereby to put The GarAnother interesting sidelight
gigantic scale with no vestige of a
net in a better position to appeal to
is the large number of illustraa large percentage of the student
tions which are to be used. It
Continued on Page 2 Col. 4
body.

New Qarnet Out Friday Has Few
Poems But Many Short Stories

•ft
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Football Games
FOXY FRED BRIRE PREDICTS
Increased From
STRONG BATES TEAM IN '34
Six To Seven
Coach Of Maine"Eleven Says His Players
Believe Bill Pricher Outstanding Back
Of Ball Carriers In State

Director of Athletics Oliver
Cut is last week announced
the football schedule for the
coming season. There will be
seven games instead of the
■is contests played in the
season just passed, and there
will be two new Opponents.
Both New Hampshire's Wildcats anil the Boston Iniversity Terriers are newcomers
replacing Dartmouth and the
open date preceding the State
series that existed for the
1938 schedule.
Sept 20—Arnold nt Iiewiston
Oct. fl—Harvard at
Cambridge
Oct. 18—New Hampshire at
Dni'ham
Oct. 30—Boston Cniversity
at l,ewiston
Oct. 27—Maine at Orono
Nov. :t—Bowdoin at I.ewistou
November la—Colby at Lewiston.

Strachey
Continued from Page 1
plan of what to do after the immediate construction.
With unemployment, another fa?
tor of capitalism, 'men are unable to
purchase commodities. If production
and consumption are put on the
same basis then this would not result.
The monopolistic tendencies of
eapitalsm add further to the decline
of the economic system. The elimination of the small competitor decreases the market and distributes
the money lees widely. The capitali, is strive for monopolies us may i>
observed in the numerous
trust
The X. R. A. not only encourages
them but nearly forces that system
upon the people. This may lead to
even greater degressions.
Mr. Strachey. quoting an authority on this subject, suggested the
plan "Pay as you gV\ But to this
plan the financing policies of tli"
X. R. A. are opposed. By the actual
issuance of government bonds th<
nation has. instead of attempting to
ill credit, expanded credit to.
cure a situation of whicb Is a cause.
Th menace of war is brought on by
the intensified situations
in countries and between countries by the
nature and pressure of the present
economic system.

Bud Cornish. Sporte Editor of tBe
Portland Press Herald;
and Fred
Brice, coach of the UniversiO oi
Main.' football forces; recently met
in South Portland, and some of the
things that Coach Brice te quoted as
having said to Journalist Cornish
may be of interest to any who faile.l
to read the article when it appeared
in Maine's largest daily newspaper.
According to interviewer Cormsn.
"Foxy Fred" Brice, "master manipulator of University of Maine backBy NATE
field men", spoke, in part, as folThe football sehe.lule for ne\t fall lows;
•Yon know, next *** "ill J>c
which has roeently been released is
wtmbe
one of the moat attractive that we tough. If wo ilnisli aeeomO.
w,th a
,
have seen in several years. This is luckv. I look IW ■■*■"■
true both from the point of view of i I veterans, to come rowing through
the students and those who will be with a really strong team.
"When we started (this year) 1
watching the tieket sales as well.
We find two newcomers on the didn't think we had a chance but 1
M-hedule, both of whom are recog- never had a better bunch of boys,
In
nized in this section bill yet are not not finer morale on a squad
addition, the student body helped
out Of the class of the Moreymon.
immensely by giving the team
)o(
"The terrible dilemma is that no
Continued from Page 1
splendid support and conducting
These two aggregations may
person or no Nation wants war and
«ouie
of
the
finest
rallies
in
manyyet
men go on preparing for it." —
cause the local mentors as much
al forecasters in the department
years—rallies that put spirit into even though the record for the past Rev Dr. Raymond C. Knox.
worrv as would the larger
the whole college, a spirit that wan r,5 days has been 82% (New Engschools if one is to beleive all
positively contagious and made the land average would not be much
the stories one hears. Rumors
team believe in itself.
above 80 or S5%): and third, no
are flying to the effect that
Chick Meehan. of N. Y. U. fame,
alibis for missed forecasts will be
Over-Seoul ed
will coach
the 1934 Durham
ssued. Student teams will, however,
most
•What
do
I
figure
did
the
outfit while they will be rebe required to offer an explanation
towards winning? Well, there were of missed forecasts.
membered a.; having this fall
two
things.
The
deception
that
workCORSAGES
won over the same 0. of Maine
ed so splendidly in most every game,
aggregation which later won
STANDING OF FORF.CASTF.RS
mainly because plays starting from
the State diadem with little
for
one formation, might branch out in(To December 2nd.)
trouble.
o
0
1.000
to a totally unexpected denouement. Pimntntn—Xo. 10
)o(
1.000
0
1
M
THE JUNIOR
For one, we like to see Bates play And the other—and you may not Banaolpb—No1.000
1
0
B»tos—No. 1
.857
6
1
ar.lej— No. 13
lb. larger colleges and feel that they; believe it—was because we wen:
.SOU
28
1
CABARET
help both the school and the play-i greatly over-srouted.
Yes, over- Pisher—No. 14
2
.750
G
ers as well, nevertheless, the Garnet; st.0uted is what I mean. The oppes.- Dipt.—HO. 15
.814
44
10
will have a fling at -lawn Harvardi tj0n knew most of our plays, but
Hits Mis.-es
A»S.
ARE VERY
while more games in their own class, tnat Very fact, on account of our
will give (he group, who have been, complicated attack, served
in our
REASONABLE AT
We carry a large assortment
uririnir this move, an opportunity toj laVor, because they were either expecting more than we gave them or
of—
prove their theories.
had so many of our iplays on their
-)o(
Men's Gladstone Bags
mind
they
couldn't
select
the
one
For the past couple of years,
Ladies' Fittted and
they
thought
we
were
going
to
use
college football
has not been
Unfitted Cases
making a great deal of money
| in time to stop it."
in the state. Nobody has bad
Men's Billfolds
In his article, Cornish said that
two duckels to pay for an after"Brice hadn't given any thought to
Ladies' Hand Bags
NAN L. SAMSON,
noon's entertainment when they
naming an all-State eleven, but he
And
could take in a high school
I did bring out during our talk that
Prop.
Small Leather Goods
game, a coup'.D of boxing matchhis ball players thought Bill Pricher.
es and a show for the same
of Bates, was the outstanding back
price. The officials in charge
they played against in Maine."
have begun to realize this fact
COR. MAIN" & MIDDLE STS.
The Press Herald Sports Editor
and next year will probably see
concluded with a little story about
123
Main
Street,
Lewiston.
a reduction in the gate fee
Speed (Merritt. Cranston High coach.
among the .Maine institutions of
Merritt scouted
Bates for
Brice
higher learning.
against Dartmouth, and wrote 'Foxy)o(
The local coaches will have better Fred "a mile long letter with every
material to work with next year then detail of the Bobcat play jotted
will be seen here for several years down". Speed ended his letter with
to come. Among "'" headliners there a postscript: "Keep away from that
Hliould be a sufficient nuiiilxi- of Bates line. Don't go near it, I'm
local boys to catch the fancy of the telling you, you won't make an Inch.
good Keep away from that line."
With
meal supporters.
Cornish says:
"After the Bates
scln-dulc assured and with the liklihood of a winning club, football game," chuckled Fred, "I sent Speed
61 and 75
should become a
belter
paying a wire, 'We marched
their
line.
affair. Thai is. If the gale fee under- yards.—right through
goes a reduction In keening with the How'm I doing. Speed.' "
times.
)o(
And while on the subject of
schedules, we feel that a rotating state prrir.i schedule would
be an improvement over the
present situation where iMaine
is always the first series oppoPORTRAIT—Commercial and
nent and Colby the last.
Finishing Photography
io(
When the games were arranged
in this order several years ago, it
New Studio
was done with the aim of grouping
the teams according to their comAt 135 Main St.,
parative Strength in order to make
the final games of the series a greatLewiston, - Maine.
er attraction.
GROUND FLOOR
)o(
Naturally
the
comparative
strength of the teams have
changed the last few years. If
a rotating schedule were adopted. It would make the series I
race a little more interesting in
that one strong team would not
necessarily put its leading opponent out of the race at the start
of the season, and might make
the game a better paying propoWhere The Bobcats Meet
sition.

Weather Bureau

EDS

The Flower

Fogg's Leather Store

Telephone 14TKJ

Imitations By
Back Infection
Puts Prof. Cutts
0'Neil at Y.W.
In C..M.G. Hospital
Prof. Oliver fults, director of men's pfHSSCal iilncation, who was operated on,
at the <'. M. <;. Hospital, last
Wednesday, for an infection
in his back, although si ill
very sick is reported to he
renting comfortably
at the
present time.
Mr. t'nttsoperation
is
the result of injuries which
he incurred to a recent accident when his automobile
ran into a local street car. It
is expected that he will not
be able to resume his dudes
until after the Christmas recess.

Bazaar, Tuesday

Vaudeville Acts, Gay
Booths Features
Of Affair

Norman Thomas
Continued from Page 1
e bad as the one whicb has been
inflicted on them,
To work a reform. Mr. Thoiuas
e lid emphatically it is not necessary
to repeat the Russian revolution in
this country, and to do so would
create a mad-house. Only chaos
could result; in Russia the people
,. re closer to the soil, and the revolution was made possible
with
what might have been a minimum
of misery.
Since March 4, there has been a
lltinor revolution
in this country.
and people and governt-ment alike
have realized that individualistic
capitalism is dead. Former President Roover defined the old order
i a race in which men were competitors, and the government, the
umpire. The capitalistic system was
i gambler's game, in which one
gambler was allowed to invest all
his money and much of other peoin a Kreuger venture, without
xamining the books.
The speaker presented three pos-ibilities to those who must rule tomorrow. There Is war, the most despicable of all means; there is fa,i.-'in. which merely postpones disas•• r, and does not obviate it: and
is a cooperative commonwealth. The man who can make 12
millions in a Sinclair pool, without
ting a penny must no longer
\ist. its the controller of existence.
Ownership mast be for the good of
the group, and not of the individual.
He dosed by saying that he is not
a pessimist about the ability of men
wiio have already done so much in
lence and other fields, to do more,
but the vital point is there must be
tive effort.

"The Last Roundup at the Blue
Triangle Raich" will form the novel
retting for the annual Y.W .C.A. Bazar to be held at Chase Hall Tuesday afternoon from 1:30-5:30 P. M.
There Will be the IWUal number
of booths which will sell things for
the benefit of the Y. At the freshman booth, cigarettes will be sold,
under the direction
of 'Betty Stevens. The sophomore girls, with Lenore Murphy in charge, will have:
grabs at a Post Office. Thelma PouFin will head the junior girls' booth
which will be in the form of a corral where iroveltias
will be sold.
Handkerchief! may he bought at a
Wigwam, the senior girls booth,
with Theodate
Proctor In charge.
The town girls have a candy booth,
headed bv Stella Clemens; and the
faculty women, under the direction
of Mrs. Cutts. will sell home cooked
food. The alumni of .Lewiston ami

Auburn will dispose of White Kl.
chants in a General Store.
The entertainment, in charge
tH
Charlotte Harmon '35. pro,,
be unusually good this year, and „,„
consist of four vaudeville acta ever,
half hour startip* at 3 o'clock. ,[„;
Krasner '36 will sing some of hi*
Krazy Kapers;
Frank O'Neil -3,
will give some of hie well knnv
imitations of Bates professors; ii
Thorp '34 will play the latest sonnits on his famous a ordion; BM
Skip Skillins '34 will entertain with
a tap dance.
For refreshments there will l»
a;ip!e pie and we cream and cofea
oi- cider to be served at reasonable
pi-ices. This will be in charge ol
Elizabeth White '35.
Owing to Miriam Wii
doht, Evelyn Anthol '35 i- chairman
of the whole bazaar.
Margaret llox'.'e '35. It :.
that the attendance thi.< year will
bo unusually
large, for
Roundup will be well worth visiting

•'The central purpose of my Government in international affairs I;
to promote and sustain I
means in their power pea ■ in u,',,
world."—King George V of England.
ft

PATRONIZE
OUR

ADVERTISERS
-X

"A Complete Banking Service"

any

Lewiston Trust
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
Main Street

R. W. CLARK

Registered Druggist

Corner Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

Pn« Drags and Medicines
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

BE THE
CHAMPION
TRAP SHOOTER

Harry L. Flummer

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

)„(

It stands likely thai both the
hockey and baseball schedules will
undergo a sizable
reduction this
year. In fact, there is a movement
under foot which has met little opposition thus far which would reduce the number of games each
college has to play to decide the
state hockey title. It is rumored that
a similar temporary reduction in the
baseball schedule is favored from
many sides.
"The right to acquire property
and make unlimited profits is not a
sacred right".—.Senator George W.

LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS
COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

See Our Window Display Of BATES CHRISTMAS CARDS
10 Beautiful Designs With Bates Seal, 25c A BOX

Th«

oZecult/ OHtok&id tu/ztttb- G*ue&
holder of the coveted
Grand American Handicap, says:
WALTER BEAVER,

14:? COLLEGE ST.

PHOTOGRAPHS
LIVE FOREVER
Make your class pictures the very best. You will like
your pictures if made by

"Winning a trap-shooting championship is partly a matter of luck, partly
the result of practice and partly healthy
nerves. I'm a steady smoker. People
kid me about it at the tournaments.
They say I never have a cigarette out
of my mouth. During all these years
I've been smoking Camels, not only

because I like their taste and their
mildness, but also because they never
jangle my nerves."
It's no fun to feel that your nerves
are ragged—and to wonder why. Check
up on your eating.. .your sleep.. .your
cigarettes. Switch to Camels. Your
nerves and your taste will tell you that
Camels are a more likable cigarette—
and that they don't upset your nerves.

Dora Clark Tash
Student Representative
FRANK B. SOBA
125 MAIN STREET

Telephone 228

CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Copyrlxbt. 1933.
B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
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Cleaves-Lewis
Continued

from Page 1

main and payment with government
bonds".
Treat Workers As Humans
In opening the capitalist case. Mr.
Cleaves stand that he approached
the subject with an open mind and
j,e waa
willing
to be convinced.
••Studeuus should ateo look at the
problem of changing our economic
system," said Mr. Cleaves, "with an

SENIORS
Your class pictures have to be
finished by the middle of next
month.
College Students are given
discount prices.
For the best results stop in
and see us.

open and critical mind. You must
by
the
ni» b?,6WePt off^our feet bv any
caSt ?d°Pt6d
w-callel
y
plausible theory."
535 •&JPIS* In concluding he
al!Sm haS 8aown a ca a
itvfnr?1,
P ttSt^SSSL t0 Mr-" Lewis' statement
nKine
- but il* basic »«*
an itp™PifyerS treat the worker, as crnlesLn?
crples remain as *elf-evident truths. '
an item of expense,
the Biddeford
r. ,, Rrbu,«ai Speeches
nan averted "no employer in the
rt
th. n,«*?
u reb»"als following
1 6
treats h s
eech
exceV^
"
*«"ker.
«. Mr. Lewis elabo
except as human
-beings. 'There
is a rnfed ™ f?
harmony of interest*
between the a~»i
«• Charge that tliere »«"
,ll:1 let
,
°f «»*»«*. between
woikers and
employers
which is tn,vir=°
woikers and employers "The comonly violated by the lazy employees
petitive nature of capitalism into a
trying to take out more than they
Put in a job. If every one got out of
the employer who treats his labor
their job all they put in it,
there
moat unfairly. Employers oppose ail
would be no job. Suppose the Socialadvanced social legislation." Socialist? did change the system,
would
ism cannot be objected to because of
they reward the drones to the same its theoretical nature, asserted its deextent as the skillful and willing' fender, as all practical ideas rest on
Unequal
things cannot
be
mad" a theoretical bane.
"If
Democrats
equal."
and
Republicans
take theii
As far as reforms
advocated bv ideas from the Socialists." said th
the Socialists go, Mr. Cleaves point- speaker, "then this is proof of their
ed out that
they were
being con- practicability."
Mr. Cleavee, in responding, agreed
with much Mr. Lewis had said, but
insisted the evils of inequality would
be remedied by income taxes. "We
live today under a certain form of
localism," he answered, "and wla
advocates of both systems ,-, • it,. ■, ;.
vantages."
Mr. Lewis was wrong,
according to the defender of capil
J
ism, in asserting that Industrialists
oppose social legislation.
In proof

Hammond Bros.
Student Representative
ALDEN GARDNER
138 LISBON STREET
Telephone 372-M
Dul Madame' Your
beautiful wrisi watch
f rom

Compliments of

Fred C. McKenney
Comer College and Sabattns Streets
WASHING AND GREASING

The

Fireside
Tea Room
Where Eds and Co-eds Meet
CANDLELIGHT
SUPPERS

Geo. V. Turgeon
COMPANY
80 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
Sign "BIG CHIME CLOCK'

EVERY SUNDAY
NIGHT
Telephone 4022
17 DAVIS STREET, Lewiston.

TUFTS
BROTHERS

Printing Specialists
TELEPHONE 1710
193 Middle Street Lewiston

THE

BLUE LINE
i
Iiewiston—Ruraford—Farmtngton
Lv. Lewiston—7.45 A.M., 12.45 P.M.. 4.25 P.M. j
Lv. Rumford—
' 7.85 A.M., 12.35 P.M.. 4.15 P.M. j
I.v. Farniington—
7.30 A.M., 12.80 P.M., 4.10 P.M. .

,

College Issues
New Catalogues
Listing Changes
The
new
l»;!:$-;u Hale*
Catalogues arc now being issued iii the Itcgisirai-'s office.
Made ii|> under the supervise.n of
I'l-ol*. Koberl lterkelinaii, they include Hie new
requirement-passed
last
spring in reference In those
candidates enrolling
in the
.\IJ course,
and
for which
I.alin is no longer a requirement.
The new courses for this
year are included in the catalogues and are: Descriptive
.Astronomy by I'rof. William
YYhiichoriif; Classical t'iviliZiitii.n by I'rof. Angclo Itertocd; and Educational Practice by I'rof. Raymond Kendall.
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Co-eds to Resume HOOP SEASON TO BEGIN SOON
WITH CLASS OF '35 FAVORED
Informal Parties
Have Prospects Of Strong Team—
In Women's Gym Sophomores
Seniors' Weak Spot At Center Position
—Freshmen Unknown Quantity
Purpose Is To Provide
Now that football and cross counPlace For Wholesome Cabin Party At
try are over,
the student body is
turning toward the so called "WiaEntertainment
| ter Sports" of track, hockey, and

Bi-monthly parties
in the WoI men's Locker—a feature inauguraI ted by the Student Government la«*t
year—-will start for this year Friday
night at seven o'clock.
The Locker Building will be open
until 9:45 for the Uise of the girls
and their guests. At this time the
couples may play bridge, whtet. or
i any other foran of cards, as well as
ping-SOng, shuffle board,
bowling.
or other games that the girls wish to
provide for at this time.
B a des the game factor, there is
! also the use of the kitchenette for
of this he pointed to hit- support of the making of candy or popping of
old age pensions, shortening of the corn. The girls will have to provide
hours of labor, and workman's com- the food materials for the candy but
pensation.
the kitchenette has all the cooking
ne.e.-.-ary.
The
fireplace
In an extended open forum lead utensils
by the chairman. Prof. Carroll, many will alSD be in use and a fire kept up
of the audience
participated
and all the evening.
The project is sponsored by the
brought up the question of tariffs,
Student Government and is eontridemocracy, and the single tax.
i buted to by the Y.iM.C.A. and the
:
Y.W.C.A. The committee consists of
We caD show you a vanea selection ot
two members of the" Student Government, one of whom in the chairman.
PRIZE CUPS
a representative from the Y.W. and
the Y.M. and a faculty member. The
FOUNTAIN PENS
chairman
is Evelyn
Crawford '34
and the other Student Government
of all standard makes
member is Celeste Carver '34. BarLADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS bara Lord '3 4 iri the Y.W. representative, while
Milton
Lindholm
'35 is the Y.M. member of the comLADIES'
mittee.
Last year the project was under
LEATHER HANDBAGS
the guidance of Mary Gardner '34.:
who was the Student Government's
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
sob member. The .parties were held
bi-monthly on Thursday nights and
BOOK ENDS
9
very well attended. Mrs. Percy
Wilkins
acted
as chaperone
last
CLOCKS
year and is to resume this responsibility this year.
of all kinds
The parties
this year after the
opening one on Friday night will be
held every second
Thursday night
with the possibility
of being held
weekly if enough interest is shown
OOlfill
■by the students. These parties are
also open to faculty members and
their wives.
In
these parties the
women of the college are the bostesses and may Invite the male memLewifltoo. Malna
bi is of the college .Stagging is thus

BARNST0NE-0SG00D
Jewelers

Thorncrag To Be
Open To College

Approval
by the Social
Functions
Committee
has
made it possible for the Outing Club to set December 10,
next Sunday, as the date for
the inauguration of the o|>enrabin policy which will lie in
vogue this winter.
On this dale, the cabin at
Thorncrag will be open from
titans* to live in the afternoon
for the use of anybody in the
student body. Parties or individuals may liike out there
at that lime and will find at
the cabin
hot drinks and
linn I.. If there is snow, the
bikers may get winter Bnorfa
equipment on
campus and
either
ski or
snowshoe to
Thorncrag.
Another open-eahiii party
has been planned
for
the
Sat unlay afternoon of Fob.
10, the last day of the Wintor Carnival. There will also
be a winter sports meet hero
that afternoon, but the time
has been set ahead to allow
for the meet and the cabin
party immediately following.
If i■■ ;-—i 1:1»- these parties will
be held in a series.
Next Sunday Or. and Mrs.
William
Sawyer and Prof,
and Mrs. Kaymond Kendall
are to
bo the
ehajM'rones
while
the
committee
in
charge is: Toby /.aim, director of cabins for the girls;
Russ Hagcr, director for the
men; Walter Gay: Kdith Milliken; ami Marguerite Mulbert.
dono away with. Invitations are necessary for the fellows to attend.
Only one condition is placed upon
the students at these parties. Dancing is strictly forbidden
and any
dancing at theso parties will cause
the loss of the privilege of entertaining in this manner.

[
i

!
!
j
!

j
|

i
!
■
I

basketball.
The basketball courts are once
more the scene
of much activity.
Already informal games have been
played.
Only Iwo
weeks ago. the
juniors walloped the sophs by a 20-7
margin. Despite the lack of practice,
both teams looked
good
for this
time of the season. Nevertheless, the
lack of practice showed up especially
in the passing attacks.
Coach Spinks will run both the interclass
and
intermural
leagues.
Physical
educations
slips will be
passed out in chapel Thanksgiving,
for prospective candidates and those
who are just out for exercise.
With the class of '33 gone, the
basketball race will be a tossup. Last
year's senior class headed by King.
Karkos and Pottle ihad their own
way in nearly every game. The juniors who gave them their best fight
have been weakened by the loss of
Red Kimball, who failed to return
to school. However, they will have
a veteran team.
In Leno Lenzi, they have one of
the best men in school. Valicenti.
Stone. Coleman. Stahl. Puller, Hill
and Lindholm are all baek. The only
weak spot on the team seems to be
center. Dorrance Coleman, brillant
forward and former Deering High
star, proved in the game two weeks
ago that once more he has his deadly eye and will be much In circulation.
The sophomores have potentially
the strongest outfit in school, but
they seem to be unable to click as
a unit. If they are able to work together, they will be a heavy favorite,
but if they do not. it looks like the
juniors will cop the title.
Clark. Conrad. Gautier, Dobrosky.
Welleman, Moulton. Enagonio, Curtin, Gallagher. Sherman, Pigone and
Atherton comprise
the
squad. In
Clark, they have one of the best
centers in school. As a high school
athlete, he played on the Presquo
Isle team, which finished as runner
up in the state and won the next
year. Ked Conrad, flashy forward
is another strong man in their lineup. Eddie Curtin and Jeff Enagonio
are two constant threats.

Lewiston Monumental
Works
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
JAMES P. MURPHY CO., INC.
to 10 Bates Street,
Lewlsti
Telephone 4631-R

BILL
The Barber
For

Eds and Co-Eds
OHASE HALL

" MERRILL &

COMPANY
P R INTERS-BOOKBINDERS
95-99Main St.,
AUBURN, ME

i-

SAT

IT

WITH

ICE

CREuM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET
ilitei 1801

THE

wky Luckies taste
better, smoother

College Store
Don't Forget — The College
Store is owned and operated by
the College to servo you. We
cany a full line of Reliable
Merchandise for your convenience.
Y0I" ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME

On certain mountains in the Near East is a
limited collar of earth—called in Turkish,
"Yacca." Tobaccos grown there cost as
high as $1.00 a pound. Carefully they are
examined, leaf by leaf. Often it takes a

LE

man a whole day to select two pounds of
certain of these fine tobaccos. Lucky Strike
is the world's biggest user of fine Turkish

MES
Peblishiiog Co.

tobaccos. For these tender, delicate Turkish leaves are blended with choice tobaccos
from our own Southland—to make your

Job Printers

Lucky Strike a cigarette that is fully packed
—round and firm—free from loose ends.

Publishers

That's why Luckies taste better, smoother.

V

ALWAYS the finest tobaccos
ALWAYS the finest workmanship

225 LISBON STREET

v*S

ALWAYS Luckiesp/ease/

8

it's toasted*

FOR THROAT PROTECTION—FOR BETTER TASTE

1i
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which havt passWhy Deprive As one. retrospects on the events
eve
((
,
c i
1 '
' durinjr a normal college cc■oursp it becomes only
the school •
too evident that those things which were considered all important at the moment become dwarfed ami insignificant
"•hen they are compared with the results of seemingly unimportant events. To the average freshman the outstanding; moments of
his career are the horrors before exams, the anticipation of vacations
and the anxiety for fraternal relationships. Granted that all items
are of importance, we find that the plcbe is so absorbed in these
tilings that he overlooks one of the major benefits of his college
days—extra-curricular activities.
The experience gained through service on publications, for
example, gives the student training in lines other than are offered
in the classroom and brings him into contact with people from all
parts of the school, thereby broadening his outlook on things in
general, lie learns to talk to the person he is interviewing and be-,
come at ease "in the company of others, regardless of how high a|
position they might occupy. The classroom offers little of this.
The managers of sports learn the rudiments of handling the
finances for trips and are in contact with many of the men at the
helm of a college. Class offices and student representation teach
those interested the qualifications for leadership.
It it unfortunate that many students who come to school and |
are qualified for participation in activities deprive both themselves
and the student body of mutual advantages. If they do not fill those
jobs which they are capable of handling someone else must. In many
cases the laissez-faire attitude of the student body forces men who
are not of the best available material to be placed in positions of
importance.
It does not seem logical that those who have ability should not
exercise it for their own and the school's benefit.—Carnegie Tartan.

Liberal Trends
Tf a politically-minded Rutgers student had
pulled a Rip Van Winkle act in the Wtchung Mountains on the
eve of Roosevelt's election, and woke up today, he would find greater changes in American political philosophy over his one year's
siesta than had occurred in Hip's twenty.
AVe don't have to turn to the NRA or to the progressive trend
in municipal elecions for proof. Consider, merely, the changes our
Rutgers Rip would find here when he returned to the campus.
Probably not even ten undergraduates could be found on the
campus today who favor Hoover over Roosevelt, rugged American
individualism over the liberal-radicalism of the "new deal." Yet, in
the straw vote conducted by The Targum just before last year's
election, the student body voted for Hoover's reelection, 40!) to 133.
Attendance at the four Liberal Club lectures this year has averaged well over a hundred students. When a Communist spoke last
week, Geological Hall could not hold all the people who wished to
hear the talk. Last year, on the other hand, the president of the
club used to go a-begging at the library on the night of a meeting,
lest the speaker speak to stone walls.
Even a cursory study of the drift of American thought, in college and out. during the past year makes this evident j the field of
social battle has shifted. Government supervision of business—this
has come to stay. The conservatives have been forced to retreat from
their once strong trenches of "Individualism." But they are reforming their lines in a new redoubt, a partnership of government and
business such that the benefits will flow in one direction, that of big
business. The honest man, if he be also enlightened, is now in the
camp of radical Republicans and Democrats, Socialists, or Communists. These groups, unhappily split, are now engaged in a titanic
struggle to drive conservatism from its secondary line of defense.
On which side the American government will stand, one cannot yet say. When one surveys the attitude of college men. those of
Rutgers for example, one cannot be optimistic. For despite the gains
indicated, the general attitude of the student body remains altogether too reactionary, unthinking, unenlightened. Good will is useless if blinded by stupidity—witness again the well meaning vote of
the student body last year for Hoover's reelecton.
If support for real liberalism or radicalism does not come from
the "educated" groups, what hope is there for the country? In Cuba,
in most European countries, the students do not confine themselves
to football games, or an occasional liberal lecture. They do things.—
The Targum, Rutgers IT.
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By MARGARKT HOXIK
How's this for a tough prof? One
of the professors at Syracuse University, while recuperating from an
appendicitis operation, delivered hie
usual lectures with the aid of a microphone, telephone exchange and a
radio loud speaker from hie sick bed.
Sophistication
Before:—People who live in glass
houses shouldn't throw stones.
After
writing
thousand
word
themes for a year — Persons residing in crystallized structures should
refrain from casting geological specimens in the immediate vicinity of
their neighbors.
Before:— Don't count your chickens before they are hatched.
After:— You should refrain from
calculating upon the quantity of
your juvenile poultry prior to the
complete process of embryonic incubation.
Before:— I don't know.
After:— Not knowing and not
wishing to deviate from previous
veracity. I can not, with a sufficient
degree of accuracy, state.
Mass. Collegian
Down at B. U. they've discovered
that the bird who always asks the
prof, the date'just before an exam

Former Member
Student Staff
Wed In Portland
The marriage of Vincent
Bclleau of Auburn to Miss
Mona Shannon of Portland
in the latter city last Friday
morning has been announced, and the couple are now
at home in Auburn.
Mr. Belleau was a member
of the class of IMS of Bates,
and daring »'s s«""ior year
was sports editor of the Student. He was president of the
Politics Club, manager of
hockey, anil active as a new-simper'correspondent. At present he is employed by the
Crowcll Publishing Company.
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By DOXALD M. SMITH__„
THE FORD MYTH
_
...
"1 owe $118 for groceries. I owe two months rent. I
owe one month's gas bill. I have lost my insurance I have
been with the Ford motor company for six years and in that
time my actual working time was four years I have been
'
out of work for two years during that time due to la;
&
and slack time. Yet the papers say that torcl treats his men
fine and pays them well. Sure he bargains tor his men. 11,.
has bargained them all to the point of starvation and

M

To the Editor of the Student:
I sincerely believe, as do many of
the student body, that Coram Library should be open on Sundays.
It is on Sunday that most of us
does so in order to feel that there
will be at least one thing on his pa- really want to study and do that
outside reading and reference work
per which is correct.
that is necessary. During the week,
But, the biggest howl of all is the time is spent working for classes of
one from the B. U. Law School about the following day and in supporting
the wouJd-be-attorney who absent- college -functions
and,
entertainmindedly wrote .l.ini' s M. Curley at ments. Saturday is the day when
the head of his paper Instead of his most take the
needed relaxation,
own name, and got an A on it too. from studies.
Here's a brain teaser from the
Sunday remains with ite enter-j
Tech News:
"A man wanted to buy a dog, but taining features and extra curric-i
dogs cost three dollars and he had uliim at a minimum. Thus, there tsj
only two. The man went to a pawn that extra time we need for delving j
shop and pawned his two dollars deeper- into our work. But. without
for a dollar and a half. He found the library oipen we receive a setanother man and finally sold him back. Late Saturday afternoon is an
the pawn ticket on the two dollars inconvenient time to rush over for a
for a dollar and a half. With the reserved book, and then, these are
three dollars he procured the dog. limited in number.
The libraries of other Maine colWho paid the third dollar for the
leges and a large number everywhere
dog?" (So what?.)
Kfforts are being made at the Uni- else are open for at least a few'
versity of Colorado toward de-snob- hours at this time for use by the
bing
the campus.
Every student students. Why is not Coram Librarycrossing the 'bridge over the lake l open for our benefit?
must shake the hands of everyone I
Midyear exams are now not far
he meets. So far it has been success-' off, and what a help it would be on
ful.
a Sunday to spend a few hours on
University of i-Missouri Students reference work and doing more than
may
"crash'J Columbia theaters just "scratching the surface of a subthree times this fall, according to ject".
the decision of the student Council.
Student librarians would not reThis may be done on Saturday nights
sist this extra work, and the exfollowing a victory.
pense for keeping the library open
According to a psychology profes- five or six hours on Sunday would
sor at Colgate University, gum-chew- be small in comparison to the beneing has The effect of increasing .pep- fits we would derive from such an
piness about 8 p«r cent. At last an opportunity.
explanation as to why athletes chew
HAROLD RAILKV ':!«.
gum!
Bowdoin Orient
"If bad laws are passed or the
In a survey at Hunter College, it management of the Government has
was found that of the 650 fresh- been faulty, it is because we have
man co-eds, only one intends to not elected the proper kind of officmarry after graduation. The others ials. The fault is ours, not that form
are planning to work.
of government".—Col
Ulysses
S.
—Sworthmore Phenix Grant, grandson of President Grant.

Politicians Starve Every American father and mother under the
n a.i«
o i_
i
^ should read. mark, learn and mward1 ubhc schools
ly digest" the alarming facts developed by a
recent survey of public education in the United States which lias
just been completed by George P. Zook, President Roosevelt's commissioner of education.
Information reaching the federal office of education directly
from school officials all over the United States reveals the following
alarming facts:
When the school term opened this autumn, 100,000 additional
children were denied he opportunity which only public education
can give them.
In normal years, 1,650,000 children between 6 and 13 years of
age are out of school.
In normal years. 321,700 children between 14 and 15 years of
age are reduced to the same plight.
This means a total of 2,180.000 American children of school age
who. according to most compulsory education laws should be in
school, are out of school either because they are made to work or
because there is no school for them to attend.
But the situation is much worse now because this is not a normal
year. Nearly 2000 rural schools in 24 states failed tn open last September. Many private and parochial schools are closing down for
lack of funds. Sixteen institutions of higher education have been
discontinued since last year. 1500 commercial schools and colleges
have already closed and others may have to close within the next
few months.
In some communities, free public schools are no longer available
even for the poorest family. The school authorities are admitting as
pupils only those children whose parents can pay the rate required.
Because of lack of available funds, one of every four American cities has already shortened its school term and 715 rural schools
will close between now and Christmas.
School terms in nearly every great American city are today one
or two months shorter than they were 70 or 100 years ago.
And the prospects for the coming school year as reported to
the Federal office of education, are even darker. For example, 90
per cent of the schools of Michigan will shorten hours."
In Missouri 100 high schools and 1500 rural schools will be compelled to close well in advance of the regular school term. Fifteen
per cent of the schools in Nebraska will be compelled to cut at least
one month from the school term. Most of the schools in New Mexico have been put on notice that their terms will have to be shortened.
"Most people have a vague idea." says Commissioner Cook,
"that teachers' salaries are low. Few know how low they are. For
example: An unskilled factory worker laboring for a year at the
minimum blanket code rate would receive $728, which is little
enough. One of every four American teachers is now teaching at a
rate less than $350 per year.
"In at least 18 states some teachers are being paid in warrants
which are cashed at discounts ranging from 7 per cent up."
Arizona teachers have suffered salary reductions ranging from
20 to 40 per cent and have lost 10 per cent in discounting warrants
and face further reductions.
Kansas teachers have lost 30 percent by salary reductions and
those in Michigan may be reduced as much as 60 per cent.
Meantime 200,000 certified teachers are unemployed at a time
when "there never was such a demand for educational opportunity
as there is today." More children are seeking an education today
than ever before, but local politicians, by starving the public school
system, are making it more difficult than ever to satisfy the hunger
and the thirst of American youth for the sporting chance in the battle
of life that only a good schooling can provide.
—James T. Williams, Jr. (Boston American)

The
Student Looks
at the
World

poverty."
These statements are typical
olr
those collected by an impartial committee of ministers in New Jersey
from actual Ford workers. The
workers in the Edgewater plant have
been locked out 'by the company.
Under such depressing conditions, it
is not exaggerating to say that the
situation is serious enough to warrant revolutionary action.

at 100. On March fourth !: was only
59.6. According to the Warren theo.
ry, an increase of 6 7 percent was
needed to restore it to normal. That
meant increasing the pri
of f0\i
from $20.67
to $34.52. T
price of gold has risen to
the index shows an Increase in the
price level to only 71.1. In other
words the monetary policii
so far failed to achieve tin.' desired
end.

ADMINISTRATIVE
IVTF.I.UGKNCK
Secretary of War Dern gave confirmation to the assertion that imperialist nations are 'preparing for
war.
"There is no use talking disarmament to sensible people
while the rest of the world reMiss Frances Cronin, 2:i White
mains armed to the teeth. MoreStreet, Lewiston, will have the lead.
over, we must be practical
ing feminine role in "Tommy", the
enough to remember that ecothree-act comedy drama to be pre.
nomic relations are actually at
sented at .Music Hall on the evenin"
the bottom of all international
of Dec. 11 under the auspices of
disputes, and if economic conthe Knights of Columbus. .Miss Croditions cannot
be
stabilized,
nin was graduated from Lewiston
ipeaee cannot be stabilized eithhigh school in '28 and from Eat*
er."
in the class of '32. She had a pan
While his analysis is a realistic in the high school senior play anil
one, its suggested remedy is the one at Bates, as a member
that has failed. The building of ar- ersj. club
participated
in various
maments he agrees was one of the| dramatic productions Including the
principle causes of the last war. and. vai.SI-ty play "Ladv Windennere's
yet he advocates preparedness as a|pan"_
peace policy. The fallacy that under-1
lies these arguments is to be found! «T . %Kr, Irtr, nAnmAiii
in the naive assumption that a coun-! NAME JUfci DOWDUIN
try would be invaded if it disarmed j
before the others. There was no basis for this fear during the last
war. The risk involved is less danHow
and where the nickname
gerous as contracted with the supreme menace of a continued depen- "Joe Bowdoin". frequently used by
sports writers in referring to Bowdence on large armaments.
doin teams, originated, is stiimpin;
TH1XXKR DOLLARS
the college—even President .Sills.
According to the administrative
Certainly the handle did not come
monetary principles an
increased from Governor Bowdoin, in whose
quantity of money will bring about honor the college i,; named, nor [roil
a proportionate increase in the price his son, who was one of the chief
level. Also, according to the theory, patrons of the c.il!<*e. Both these
there is a direct and causal relation Bowdoins had "James'- fur given
between dollar value of gold and the names.
President Sills started all
price structure. In 1926. the Bureau the inquiry in one of his talks on
of Labor wholesale price index stood Bowdoin Worthies.

FRANCES CR0NIN '32
IN LOCAL K. C. PLAY

STUMPS EVEN PREXY

igarettes
IMot so long ago practically all
cigarettes were made by hand
Now, Chesterfields are made by high-speed machines
that turn out 750 cigarettes a minute, and the
cigarettes are practically not touched by hand.
T> Y the use of long steel ovens
■*-* —drying machines of the
most modern type—and by ageing the leaf tobacco for 30
months—like wine is aged—
Chesterfield tobacco is milder
and tastes better.
Only pure cigarette paper—
the best made —is used for
Chesterfield.
And to make sure that everything that goes into Chesterfield
is just right, expert chemists
test all materials that are used

in any way in the manufacture.
Chesterfields are made and
packed in clean, up-to-date factories, where the air is changed
every AV2 minutes. The moisture-proof package, wrapped in
Du Pont's No. 300 Cellophane
—the best made—reaches you
just as if you went by the factory door.
In a letter to us, an eminent scientist says:
"Chesterfield Cigarettes
are just as pure as the
water you drink."

V^nesterfield cigarettes are just
as pure as the water you drink"
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